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Abstract Microscale heterogeneities inﬂuence failure mechanisms in the crust. To track the
microstructural changes in rock samples when loaded until failure, we employed a novel experimental
technique that couples dynamic X‐ray microtomography imaging with a triaxial deformation apparatus. We
studied the brittle failure of Carrara marble under triaxial compression. Dynamic tomographic data revealed
the spatial organization of microfractures and damage increments characterizing the precursory activity
toward catastrophic failure. We quantiﬁed the emergence of scaling relationships between microstructural
parameters, including total damage volume, incremental damage volume, the largest connected
microfracture, and the applied differential stress. The total volume of microfractures accumulated from the
beginning of the experiment as well as the incremental damage showed power law increase. The growth of
the largest connected microfracture was related to differential stress as a power law with divergence at
failure. The microfracture volume increments were distributed according to a power law with an upper
cutoff that itself spanned the entire volume toward failure. These characteristic features of brittle failure in
Carrara marble under compression are in agreement with theoretical models that consider failure as a
critical phase transition. We also observed that, very close to failure, several power law relationships broke
down, which we interpret to be related to the coalescence of the largest microfractures in a ﬁnite size
volume. Scaling laws and associated exponents computed from our data are compared with predictions
made from theoretical and numerical models. Our results show that precursors of macroscopic brittle failure
in Carrara marble follow predictable trends.
1. Introduction
Disorder and long‐range stress interactions drive the failure of heterogeneous materials (e.g., Alava et al.,
2006). Macroscopic failure arises from the nucleation and growth of fractures and faults that are inﬂuenced
by heterogeneities at various scales (e.g., Lockner et al., 1991; Paterson & Wong, 2005; Peng & Johnson,
1972). In rocks, structural heterogeneities arise from grains, grain boundaries, pores, joints, and preexisting
microfractures. Understanding the microscale physical laws governing the failure of crustal rocks provides
fundamental insights into the characterization of precursory signals to brittle compressive failure, including
microfracture propagation and arrest, and interaction of microfracture populations.
Preceding some large earthquakes, small earthquakes (foreshocks) often develop in the nucleation zone of
the main shock (e.g., Bouchon et al., 2011; Jaumé & Sykes, 1999; Kato et al., 2012). However, earthquake
foreshocks are not always observed (Wu et al., 2013; Zaliapin & Ben‐Zion, 2013). Experimental and theore-
tical studies have suggested that the progressive growth of these precursors develop into unstable slip along a
fault (Ohnaka, 1992).
Macroscopic brittle deformation in rocks is preceded by the propagation of precursory microfractures
(Lockner et al., 1992; Wong et al., 2006). In triaxial compression laboratory experiments, microfractures tend
to nucleate and localize along planar faults oriented at ~30° to the direction of the main compressive stress
(Lockner et al., 1991). Optical microscopy (Moore & Lockner, 1995; Tapponnier & Brace, 1976), scanning
electron microscopy (Brace et al., 1972), laser scanning confocal microscopy (Fredrich et al., 1995), and
acoustic emissions (Lockner et al., 1992) have revealed some of the microstructural origins of precursors
prior to macroscopic failure. Complementary to these techniques, dynamic X‐ray microtomography coupled
with triaxial load cell is a unique tool for imaging the microstructure of crustal rocks that are subjected to
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deformation (e.g., Renard et al., 2017; Renard, Mcbeck, et al., 2019; Renard, Weiss, et al., 2018; Iglauer &
Lebedev, 2017). This technique provides three‐dimensional microstructural information on damage distri-
bution as failure is approached and is complementary to other imaging techniques such as acoustic emis-
sions (e.g., Renard, McBeck, et al., 2019).
In the present study, we analyzed in situ time‐resolved three‐dimensional X‐ray microtomography data
acquired on centimeter‐scale samples of Carrara marble subjected to triaxial compression tests under stress
conditions relevant for earthquake nucleation. This imaging technique produced a 3‐D digital map of the
spatial distribution of microfracture populations and their evolution toward failure. We developed a novel
tracking algorithm to image not only the cumulated microfracture network but also the dynamics of incre-
ments of fracture growth, allowing quantifying tomography data beyond what has been previously achieved
for other rocks (Renard, McBeck, et al., 2019; Renard, Weiss, et al., 2018). Our data sets provide high‐
resolution quantiﬁcation of the dynamics of precursors prior to system‐size brittle failure. Increments of
fracture growth at a given stress step are related to the acoustic energies measured in some laboratory experi-
ments and avalanches described in theoretical and numerical models of rock failure. Hence, our experimen-
tal results can test the theoretical predictions on physical laws explaining evolution of microfractures and
damage (e.g., Alava et al., 2006) and explore possible deviations from scenarios of the evolution of precursor
activity prior to system‐size failure.
2. Background
2.1. The Microscale Origin of Rupture in Rocks: The Classical View
When low porosity rocks are loaded, microfractures may initiate from grain boundaries and internal weak
zones such as ﬂuid inclusions or healed cracks (Kranz, 1983; Paterson & Wong, 2005; Tapponnier &
Brace, 1976). The Grifﬁth's theory of fracture propagation explains failure through the propagation of cracks
from preexisting defects (Grifﬁth, 1921). Under compressive loading, it is classically considered that damage
and deformation follow two phases: a ﬁrst phase in which microfractures nucleate stochastically from pre-
existing heterogeneities in the volume and a second phase where these microfractures start interacting and
grow until macroscopic failure leading to the development of roughly two‐dimensional faults (Jaeger &
Cook, 1969; Kuksenko et al., 1996).
At low axial stresses, rock volume variations are mostly elastic in nonporous rocks. For axial stresses above
40% to 60% of the failure stress, sample volume increases inelastically as the result of the opening of micro-
fractures, a process called dilation (Brace et al., 1966; Hoek & Martin, 2014). Brace and Bombolakis (1963)
and Hoek and Bieniawski (1965) have shown that microfractures tend to become parallel to the direction
of principal stress and propagate out of their initial plane under uniaxial loading. Uniaxial and triaxial com-
pression tests on granite showed fault surfaces with steps arranged as a staircase, and the surfaces of steps
were nearly perpendicular to the direction of principal stress (Peng & Johnson, 1972). This observation
was interpreted as the linkage of microfractures with orientations parallel to the main compressive stress,
leading to the formation of a shear plane.
2.2. Deformation of Carrara Marble
Deformation of Carrara marble, a rock made of more than 99% calcite and composed of interlocking calcite
grains, has been studied extensively. Experimental and ﬁeld studies on Carrara marble in various settings
have shown that macroscopic deformation is guided by microstructural changes during loading. When sam-
ples of Carrara marble were deformed near the brittle‐plastic limit (Fredrich et al., 1989), a transition from
localized brittle fracture to nonlocalized semibrittle ﬂow was observed. In the semibrittle ﬁeld, the stress‐
induced crack density and anisotropy decreased with increasing conﬁning pressure. Crack density and ani-
sotropy in samples deformed in the semibrittle ﬁeld are comparable to those in the prefailure brittle samples.
Crack density and anisotropy alone are not sufﬁcient to characterize the damage structure that leads to loca-
lization. Fredrich et al. (1989) suggested a quantitative characterization of damage volume and its spatial
correlation. Any further increase in conﬁning pressure drove the system to the plastic domain, which inhib-
ited microfracture growth and localization. This inhibition was interpreted by the blunting of fracture tips.
Triaxial deformation tests were performed on Carrara marble across the brittle‐ductile transition (Schubnel
et al., 2006), and damage growth was observed to be guided by the microstructure and rheological properties
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of the rock. The same conclusion was emphasized by acoustic emission measurements (Schubnel et al.,
2006). At high conﬁning pressure, plastic strain dominated the deformation until cataclastic ﬂow was
observed (Schubnel et al., 2006). During this phase, twinning and dislocations piled up such that cracks were
required to accommodate local plastic strain. When the normal stress was decreased, driving the system to a
brittle regime, transient creep events was observed along with sudden growth of destabilized microcracks.
Oesterling et al. (2007) analyzed the microstructures and textures of a natural shear zone in Carrara marble
sampled in the upper part of the Frigido valley in the central Alpi Apuane, Italy. They observed that defor-
mation in this natural shear zone showed strain‐dependent variations in microstructure. In the present
study, we consider deformation of Carrara marble in the brittle regime and present microstructural changes
during deformation, which may provide insights in understanding deformation in this natural shear zone.
2.3. Fracture and Damage Models of Failure
Heterogeneities and disorder guide fracture nucleation and propagation in rocks and other heterogeneous
brittle materials. Prior to macroscopic failure, precursory activity was observed as the progressive nucleation
of microfractures and their stable growth (Lockner et al., 1992; Renard, Weiss, et al., 2018; Vu et al., 2019;
Wong et al., 2006).
Empirical failure criteria, such as the Mohr‐Coulomb criterion, quantify rock strength (e.g., Paterson &
Wong, 2005). However, by construction, these approaches do not consider the existence of precursors.
More recently, theoretical models were developed to describe failure in heterogeneous media, such as rocks,
using concepts from out‐of‐equilibrium statistical physics. These models consider long‐range stress interac-
tions and disorder and history effects during loading (e.g., Alava et al., 2006). In these models, heterogene-
ities in the system are described by a spatial distribution of local stress threshold or initial defects with
varying elastic parameters. During loading, damage evolution is inferred from the spatial organization of
damage events and energy dissipation that accounts for the complex interplay between disorder and elastic
interaction of microfractures. In such models, failure can be described as a phase transition from an initial
unbroken stage to a ﬁnal broken stage (e.g., Alava et al., 2006; Dahmen et al., 2009; Girard et al., 2012; Vu
et al., 2019). Evolution of damage is tracked in terms of a control parameter, which is a measure of the
applied load.
In the present study, we imaged and measured the total damage volume, the increments of damage, and the
volume of the largest microfracture cluster as Carrara marble specimens approached failure. Our main goal
is to quantify the relationships between these parameters and the applied stress by using the reduced control
parameter,ΔD ¼ σ fD−σD
 
=σ fD, where σD is the differential stress applied on the sample and σ
f
D is the differ-
ential stress at failure, considered here as the critical point where the failure transition occurs.
In Figure 1, we summarize the various parameters used in the present study and represent how microfrac-
turing controls the road to failure. Numerical simulations that consider rock failure as a critical phase tran-
sition predict that these parameters should follow power law behavior with well‐deﬁned exponents when
approaching failure (Girard et al., 2012). We compare the scaling exponents measured in our experiments
with theoretical predictions and experimentally test the critical nature of the failure process, providing
new insights into the failure of geomaterials. We quantify how long‐range interactions and disorder present
in the system guide the route to brittle compressive failure in Carrara marble.
3. Material and Methods
3.1. Experimental Procedure
Carrara marble, a rock made of 99.6% of calcite, with very low porosity close to ~0.2% and grain sizes in the
range 100–200 μm (Rutter, 1972; Malaga‐Starzec et al., 2002), was deformed. Two cylindrical samples, 10‐
mm height and 5‐mm diameter, were cored from the same 10 × 10 × 10‐cm block. We used an experimental
technique that couples high‐resolution synchrotron X‐ray microtomography and the Hades triaxial defor-
mation apparatus (Renard et al., 2016), enabling time‐lapse three‐dimensional imaging of rocks at in situ
conditions of stress during deformation. We tracked the evolution of fractures in two specimens of
Carrara marble (labeled M8‐1 and M8‐2) that were deformed until brittle failure (Table 1). Each specimen
was mounted in the triaxial deformation apparatus (σ1 > σ2 = σ3) as shown in the inset of Figure 2. The
Hades apparatus is installed on the rotating stage of the X‐ray microtomography beamline ID19 at the
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European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (Grenoble, France). Each sample was loaded axially between
stainless steel pistons. The interfaces between the pistons and the sample were not lubricated. The sample
was inserted into a polymer jacket, and silicon oil applied a constant conﬁning pressure to the sample.
Experiments were performed at 25 °C, without pore ﬂuid. The presence of a high ﬂux of X‐rays during
the scans did not modify the internal temperature in the rig, which was monitored with a thermocouple.
During the experiments, the axial stress was increased in successive steps of either 2 MPa (sample M8‐1) or
1 MPa (sample M8‐2), until failure. At every step increase in stress, a three‐dimensional X‐ray microtomo-
graphy volume was recorded with 2,500 radiographs per scan, with a rotation of 180 degrees. Radiographs
were acquired with a polychromatic X‐ray beam (Wiggler gap of 68 mm with 5.6 mm of Al ﬁlter), given
an equivalent energy of 85 keV that crossed the sample. The pixel size was 6.5 μm. Each scan lasted 90 s dur-
ing which the applied stress was held constant. At this resolution, we did not detect any blurring artifact
indicating movement of the sample or fracture growth during scan acquisition. During a single‐stress
increase, microfractures nucleated, coalesced, or closed by a single growth event or by successive events of
growth that occurred during this stress step increase.
Figure 1. Sketch showing the evolution of Carrara marble toward macroscopic failure in three stages of deformation: (1)
randomnucleation of microfractures; (2) nucleation, growth, and localization of damage increments; and (3) development
of a shear fault at failure. σ1: axial stress, σ3 = σ2: conﬁning pressure, σD = (σ1 − σ3): differential stress, σ
f
D: differential
stress at failure, D: stress control parameter. If failure is considered as a critical phenomenon (Girard et al., 2012; Vu et al.,
2019), several power law scaling relationships should emerge among stress control parameter, D; the cumulative micro-
fracture (black line) volume fraction quantiﬁed by the damage parameter, Dφ; the volume fraction of the largest micro-
fracture cluster, Smax (red line); the volume fraction of damage increments (blue dotted and solid lines); the volume
fraction of the largest damage increment, smax (red dotted line), dDφ/dD; the size (volume), s, and length, L, of a given
microfracture increment; and the probability distribution of damage increments, P(s). γf, γi, df, β, and α are the power law
scaling exponents. df is the fractal dimension of microfracture increments.
Table 1
Experimental Conditions for the Deformation of the Two Carrara Marble Samples
Sample
Conﬁning
pressure
Differential
stress at yield
Differential
stress at failure Temperature
Rate of increase in
differential stress
Number
of 3‐D scans
M8‐1 20 MPa 88 MPa 100.7 MPa 25 °C 2 MPa/step 44
M8‐2 25 MPa 126 MPa 156.8 MPa 25 °C 1 MPa/step 97
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Series of 44 and 97 dynamic X‐ray microtomography volumes were
acquired for samples M8‐1 and M8‐2, respectively. The radiographs were
reconstructed in three dimensions using plain ﬁltered back projection
(Mirone et al., 2014), coupled with a single‐distance phase retrieval algo-
rithm adapted from Paganin et al. (2004). After experiments, the speci-
mens were impregnated with liquid epoxy resin and then cut along the
axial plane after the liquid epoxy had solidiﬁed. The exposed surface
was polished, coated with 10‐nm gold, and imaged using a Hitachi
SU5000 scanning electron microscope at the University of Oslo, with a
voltage of 15 kV.
3.2. Segmentation of the Tomograms
As the specimens deformed toward failure, damage accumulated in their
volume as nucleating and propagating microfractures. The series of three‐
dimensional digital volumes obtained at every stress step until deforma-
tion were postprocessed to extract this damage. The 3‐D tomograms were
16‐bit images that included artifacts such as rings, periodic stripes, and
speckle noise. Seven steps were followed to extract the evolution of
damage with increasing stress:
1. Periodic stripes on every 2‐D slice appeared due to the noise from the
scintillator. A Fourier transform of each original 2‐D slice was calcu-
lated, and the part of the spectrum that corresponded to higher inten-
sities was cut off to remove these stripes. The inverse Fourier transform of the image was then calculated
to recover the original slice (Figure 3a).
Figure 2. Axial strain versus differential stress for Carrara marble samples
M8‐1 (conﬁning pressure of 20 MPa) and M8‐2 (conﬁning pressure of
25 MPa). Both samples exhibited a quasi‐brittle failure behavior. Each circle
corresponds to the acquisition of a three‐dimensional X‐ray tomography
volume. Open red circle: macroscopic yield point. Full red circle: last X‐ray
tomography scan before failure. Inset: sketch of the Hades rig.
Figure 3. Two‐dimensional sections of a three‐dimensional volume at various steps of the data segmentation process used to extract the microfractures. (a) Initial
reconstructed 16‐bit image and (g) corresponding grayscale histogram. Region shaded in pink corresponds to the rock, while the rest of the histogram
corresponds to the jacket and oil used for conﬁning the sample. (b) Normalization of the grayscale histogram and transformation into 8‐bit image. (c) Image after
applying a nonlocal means ﬁlter. (d) Image corrected for ring artifacts and corresponding histograms shown in (h). (e) Image after background intensity was
subtracted and (i) corresponding histogram. (f) Segmented image with the microfractures in white.
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2. The gray level in each volume was normalized to enhance the details of the microfractures (Figure 3b)
and saved into 8 bit.
3. A nonlocal means ﬁlter (Buades et al., 2005) was applied to average out the speckle noise and sharpen the
microfractures (Figure 3c).
4. We used a Matlab package for ring artifact correction (Jha et al., 2014) to remove these artifacts in the
three‐dimensional volumes. A resulting image is shown in Figure 3d.
5. We employed a background subtraction algorithm (Sternberg, 1983) to remove a smooth continuous
background across the image (Figure 3e). This step is performed by choosing a “rolling ball” radius for
each image. At every voxel is assigned a local background value by averaging around the voxel over of
the rolling ball. This averaged intensity is subtracted from the original image. To remove large spatial var-
iations in the background intensity, we have used the background subtraction ﬁlter of the software
AvizoFire.
6. Each image was then thresholded to select microfractures. Varying slightly this threshold did not change
quantitatively the results (Figure S2 in the supporting information). Microfractures with a volume less
than 100 voxels were limited by the resolution of the segmented images and were removed. Therefore,
the value of 100 voxels is the lower limit of microfracture size considered here. At the end of this last seg-
mentation step, we obtained a binary image with microfractures quantiﬁed as intensity value 1 and the
rock with intensity value 0 (Figure 3f).
7. Finally, we have used dilation‐erosion ﬁltering to connect voxels that belong to the same microfracture.
The procedure we used was to dilate the microfractures by one voxel to connect close neighbors and then
erode these microfractures by one voxel to recover their original volume.
3.3. Microfracture Statistics
Geometric characteristics of microfractures such as position, volume, surface area, and shape parameters
were calculated from the segmented binary three‐dimensional data. Because microfractures accumulated
at every axial stress step increase, σj, each microfracture or microfracture network at this stress step resulted
from the cumulative growth of preexisting microfractures or nucleation of new microfractures that formed
during the stress steps σj = 1 to σj (Figure 1). We observed that the incremental damage volume at step σj
results from a balance between the growth of preexisting fractures, the nucleation of new ones, and the pos-
sible closing of some of the preexisting microfractures, whose total volume is negligible (Figure S5). We dis-
tinguished between the cumulated damage, Dφ, deﬁned as the total microfracture volume fraction at a given
stress step σj, and the incremental damage, dDφ/dΔD, between each stress step σj − 1 to σj. In order to obtain
an instantaneous measurement of the progressive growth of damage, we computed the dynamic variable,
the damage increments s that formed only between stress steps σj − 1 and σj. The sum of these increments
s normalized by the sample volume gives the incremental damage, dDφ=dΔD ¼
∑σj s
V samplej
for a given stress step
σj, and sample volume V
sample
j . These damage increments, s, between two successive stress steps were
extracted by mapping the segmented volume Vj − 1 at the (j − 1)th stress step with the consecutive volume
Vj at the next stress step such that the position of every voxel in volume Vj has a corresponding position in the
volume Vj − 1. We could then select voxels that corresponded to new increments of damage in the volume Vj
compared to the volume Vj − 1. This mapping was necessary because the sample may have compacted or
dilated between successive stress steps, so that a simple difference between successive three‐dimensional
tomograms cannot be used to extract damage increments. This procedure provides new ways of quantifying
damage in tomography data, which could not be performed in previous studies (Renard, McBeck, et al.,
2019; Renard, Weiss, et al., 2018).
The centroids and volumes of damage increments at every step were tracked until failure and sorted into
three categories: (1) damage increments that grew and propagated between stress steps (j − 1) and j (blue
dashed lines in Figure 1), (2) nucleation of new microfractures at stress step j (full blue lines in Figure 1),
and (3) closing or coalescence of microfractures from steps (j − 1) and j (Figure S1). The large numbers of
microfractures and microfracture increments enable robust statistical analysis on the damage and damage
increments. In the analysis, the stress step σj is translated in terms of the control parameter,ΔD. An example
of the results obtained using this algorithm is shown in Figure S1.
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3.4. Advantages and Limitations of the Experimental Technique
A crucial advantage of the present experimental technique is that all
damage can be detected within the spatial resolution, independently
of how this damage was produced by a dynamic crack propagation
(i.e., seismic) or by a slow crack propagation (i.e., aseismic).
Moreover, the exact spatial location of the damage in the sample is
unambiguous in our data, which also give access to the shape and
orientation of the microcracks (see section 4.3 below and Renard,
McBeck, et al., 2019; Renard, Weiss, et al., 2018). These are important
differences with experimental studies that monitor damage evolution
using acoustic emissions.
On the other hand, the X‐ray microtomography experimental technique
employed in the present study has several limitations. First, because each
scan must be performed on a sample that does not deform, the stress must
be maintained constant during each acquisition. The consequence is that
despite the loading path is performed at an average constant strain rate,
stress is increased step by step. In average, the strain rate was low enough
to avoid subcritical crack propagation; therefore, we consider that this
experimental constraint did not affect the overall brittle behavior of
the samples.
Another limitation is the spatial resolution of 6.5 μm that does not allow
detecting microfractures smaller than this resolution. Because our study
is based on the detection of voids (i.e., volumetric damage), we cannot
detect preexisting microfractures that would have slid during a given
stress step increase, without producing additional damage or local dila-
tion. Such situation would happen likely for slips below the spatial resolu-
tion of the data.
4. Results
As the differential stress was increased, the deformation of the Carrara marble samples can be qualitatively
characterized by the progressive accumulation of damage, which ﬁnally localized along a shear plane result-
ing in a macroscopic fault (Figures 1, 2, and 4). Damage accumulated by an increase in the number and size
of microfractures, which dilated the volume. Because we could extract the microfractures visible at the reso-
lution of the tomograms, we were able to quantify the statistical evolution of six parameters as a function of
the control parameter,ΔD ¼ σ fD−σD
 
=σ fD, at failure (Figure 1), as mentioned in section 2.3. We tracked the
following:
1. the total damage volume fraction deﬁned asDφ ¼ ϕ−ϕi1−ϕi, where ϕ is the volume fraction of all open micro-
fractures and voids at a given stress step and ϕi is the volume fraction corresponding to the initial porosity
of the sample before loading (ϕi≈ 0.2%);
2. the new volumes of voids and microfractures, also called incremental damage, with increasing differen-
tial stress, dDφ/dΔD, computed as explained in section 3.3.
3. the volume fraction of the largest microfracture cluster, Smax;
4. the volume fraction of the largest damage increment smax;
5. the size (volume) s and the largest eigenvalue of microfracturing increments, considered as their lengths
L; and
6. the probability distribution of microfracture increments, P(s).
All these parameters are sketched in Figure 1. Their evolution toward the peak stress should show
power law scaling if brittle failure is a critical phenomenon (Girard et al., 2012). Two procedures
may be used to obtain the scaling exponents (Stanley, 1999). We present the ﬁrst method in
section 4.2 by calculating scaling laws. We present the second method in section 4.3 by performing a
data collapse analysis.
Figure 4. View of segmented damage (i.e., microfractures) in samples M8‐1
(a) and M8‐2 (b). The left image displays the damage at the macroscopic
yield point. The middle image shows the damage at the onset of failure, and
the right image shows a three‐dimensional rendering of sample after failure
and slip along shear planes. Open red circle shows the macroscopic yield
point; full red circle shows the last scan acquired before failure for which the
corresponding distance to failure D is indicated. Animations of the evolution
of damage are provided in the supporting information (Movies S1–S3).
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4.1. Macroscopic Mechanical Behavior and Microstructure
Here, we analyze the macroscopic failure in Carrara marble along with the microstructural changes.
Figure 2 displays the macroscopic mechanical behavior of the two specimens. The differential stress‐axial
strain response was nonlinear for differential stresses below 40MPa. We interpret this behavior to arise from
the closure of voids during initial loading. A quasi‐linear regime was observed above 40 MPa until a signiﬁ-
cant departure from elastic behavior occurred, here deﬁned as the macroscopic yield stress, σyD. The position
of this yield stress occurs at a deviation of linearity in the effective stress versus volumetric strain curve
(Brace et al., 1966). This point nearly occurs at 90% and 80% of the differential stress at failure,σ fD, for samples
M8‐1 and M8‐2, respectively (Table 1). After this point, additional increases in differential stress resulted in
irreversible macroscopic strain deformation untilσ fDwas reached, where an abrupt transition to macroscopic
brittle failure was observed. Within one‐step increase in applied differential stress, the rocks failed and a
stress drop larger than 10 MPa occurred. Figure 4 shows views of the total damage, Dφ, at the yield point
and near failure, as well as 3‐D renderings of the failed samples, and indicates that damage started well
before the macroscopic yield.
Tomography data show that damage clusters initially nucleated in spatially disperse, apparently random,
locations in the initial stage of deformation (Movie S1), similar to acoustic emissions locations in granite
(Lockner et al., 1991). With increasing differential stress, microfractures localized near the largest damage
clusters (Movie S1), growing into larger clusters (Movie S2), until one or few quasi two‐dimensional
system‐spanning shear planes developed (Movie S3). The shear planes were oriented at 30° ± 3° to the direc-
tion of the main compressive stress, σ1, as shown in Movies S1 and S3. Figure 4 shows snapshots of segmen-
ted microfractures in both samples (Movie S1) and the sample conﬁguration after failure, which corresponds
to the last snapshot in the Movie S3.
Figure 5 shows scanning electron microscopy images of the samples after deformation. The mean grain size
was in the range 100–200 μm, in agreement with other studies (Rutter, 1972; Malaga‐Starzec et al., 2002). A
larger number of microfractures grew within grains rather than along grain boundaries (Figure 5e). Their
general orientation tended to be roughly parallel to the main compressive stress direction (Figure 5b).
Some microfractures also propagated across grain boundaries. After failure, damage localization resulted
in several shear planes (Figures 5c and 5d), which were oriented at an angle of ~30° to the main compressive
stress. Shear sliding resulted in cataclasis and reduction in grain size along with the formation of a gouge
(Movies S1 and S3).
4.2. Damage Scaling Laws
Data allow computing geometrical parameters of microfractures. The dynamics of microfractures toward
system‐size failure was tracked as a function of the control parameter, ΔD, which measures the distance
to failure through the applied differential stress. We also represent the evolution of the damage parameter,
Dφ, as a function of normalized differential stress σD=σ
f
D (Figure 6). Microfractures nucleated and grew, pro-
ducing macroscopic irreversible strain (Figure 2). An accelerated growth of Dφ toward failure was observed
(Figure 6). For sampleM8‐1, a sharp increase ofDφwas observed when approaching failure. However, due to
the limited number of tomograms near failure, a robust ﬁt could not be estimated for this sample. For sample
M8‐2, for which more three‐dimensional volumes were acquired when approaching failure, the growth of
Dφ was progressive and accelerated toward failure. In the range 0.02 < ΔD < 0.2, this acceleration followed
a power law Dφ ∼ ΔD
−(β − 1) with an exponent (β − 1) = 1.5 (inset of Figures 6 and S3). Here the exponent
(β − 1) comes from the fact that the exponent β is deﬁned for the incremental damage, dDφ/dΔD, for which
we expect a power law acceleration dDφ/dΔD~ΔD
−β (see Renard, McBeck, et al., 2019; Renard, Weiss, et al.,
2018, and below), while the total damage, Dφ, is the integral of this quantity (Figure 1). For this sample, Dφ
tapered at small values of the control parameter and showed an exponential evolution for ΔD < 0.02.
Microtomography data provide information on the volume of microfractures from the beginning of the
experiment. In order to compare our results with existing theoretical and numerical studies on brittle failure,
we have computed the change in the volume of pores and microfractures, dDφ/dΔD, between two successive
stress steps (see section 3.3). The evolution of dDφ/dΔD during loading is relevant to compare our experimental
results with theoretical models of damage progression toward failure (Alava et al., 2006; Girard et al., 2012).
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These theoretical models have predictions for volume fractions of dDφ/dΔD produced by the damage
nucleation and growth and are plotted as a function of ΔD in Figure 7a for sample M8‐2. These data show
that the growth of existing microfractures in the neighborhood of large
microfractures is dominant in number and volume compared to the
nucleation of new microfractures when approaching failure. For sample
M8‐2, dDφ/dΔD shows a power law scaling dDφ/dΔD~ΔD
−β up to the
vicinity of failure (ΔD ≈ 2 × 10
−2) with an exponent β = 2.6 fully
consistent with the results of Figure 6 for cumulated damage
(β − 1 = 1.5) (inset in Figure 7a). A tapering of the power law behavior
of dDφ/dΔD for ΔD < 0.02 is observed, similar to the ﬂattening or
exponential increase observed in the behavior of Dφ (Figure 6).
We also computed the number of damage increments between two suc-
cessive stress steps, dN/dΔD, also called damage event rate. In seismol-
ogy, it has been proposed, for example, that volcanic eruptions could be
preceded by an accelerating foreshock sequence following a so‐called
inverse Omori's law, dN/dt ∝ (tf − t)
−p (e.g., Bell et al., 2013), with N
the number of earthquakes. In our system, we consider an equivalent
inverse Omori's law, dN/dΔD ∝ ΔD
−p, where time is replaced by the
control parameter ΔD. The number of damage increments plotted as a
function of ΔD for sample M8‐2 (Figure 7b) follows such inverse
Omori law until ΔD ≈ 0.02 with a scaling exponent p = 1.9 ± 0.05.
Breaking down of this inverse Omori scaling close to failure, for
ΔD < 0.02, could possibly be connected to the tapering of the power
law behavior of dDφ/dΔD shown in Figure 7a.
Figure 6. The damage index, Dφ, increases with increasing differential
stress for samples M8‐1 (green) and M8‐2 (blue). Inset: log‐log plot of Dφ
as a function of D for sample M8‐2. A linear trend in the range 0.02 < D < 0.1
demonstrates a power law relationship Dφ~D
−(β − 1) with a scaling expo-
nent (β − 1) = 1.5. Open red circle shows the macroscopic yield point; full
red circle shows the last scan acquired before failure.
Figure 5. Scanning electron microscopy images of samples M8‐1 (a–d) and M8‐2 (e, f) recovered after failure. (a) Vertical
cross section in the middle of the entire sample. (b–d) Zooms showing microfractures in grains (b) and zoom on one shear
zone with intense grain comminution (c, d). (e) Development of microfractures inside grains and opening of grain
boundaries. Many intragranular microfractures are pinned at grain boundaries. (f) Shear zone in sample M8‐2 with
intense grain comminution. In all images, the main compressive stress is oriented vertical.
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When approaching failure, the dynamics of microfractures was dominated by the growth of the largest
microfracture, Smax, deﬁned as the volume fraction of the largest microfracture cluster. Figure 8 shows
the growth of the largest cluster, Smax and of largest increment, smax, as a function of ΔD. The volume fraction
of the largest cluster in sample M8‐1 remained very small prior to failure and increased abruptly at failure.
Once again, the number of scans before failure is too limited for this sample to precisely track the evolution
of Smax or smax. For sample M8‐2, where the rate of loading was slower, it was possible to track the growth of
the largest cluster prior to the peak load in more details (inset in Figure 8).
It showed a power law scaling,SmaxeΔ−γfD , with an exponent γf= 2.4 ± 0.1.
At failure, the largest cluster occupied 1.5% and 1.9% of the total micro-
fracture volume in M8‐1 and M8‐2, respectively, and connected the two
opposite boundaries of the sample. The volume fraction of the largest
damage increment, smax, plotted against the control parameter showed a
similar power law scaling, smaxeΔ−γiD , with a smaller exponent
γi = 1.1 ± 0.1 for sample M8‐2 (inset in Figures 8 and S4). Within the
inherent ﬂuctuations in the evolutions of Smax and smax (see inset of
Figure 8), we did not detect a signiﬁcant breaking of scaling near ﬁnal fail-
ure in this case.
4.3. Shape and Size Distribution of Damage Increments
To characterize the shape of the fracture increments, we calculated their
size (volume), s, and maximum length, L, computed as the largest eigen-
value of the covariance matrix. This eigenvalue may interpreted as repre-
senting the largest axis of the best ﬁt ellipsoid of a given microfracture. A
power law scaling, seL−df , where df is the fractal dimension characterizing
their shape, was observed with df=2.3 and 2.1 for samples M8‐1 andM8‐2,
respectively (Figure 9). The value of these exponents, close to 2, indicates
that the fracture increments are quasi‐two‐dimensional objects, as
expected for microfractures.
Figure 10 shows the cumulative density functions (CDF) of damage incre-
ment sizes occurring at different stress steps, corresponding to different
Figure 7. (a) Evolution of incremental damage, dDφ/dD as a function of control parameter, D in sample M8‐2. Damage
increments are tracked as incremental events of growth and nucleation (see Figure 1), and the respective volume frac-
tions are plotted as a function of D. Inset: Rate of damage growth and nucleation plotted against control parameter for
sample M8‐2, showing a scaling dDφ/dD ∼ D
−β with an exponent β = 2.6 for 0.02 < D < 0.1 (red dashed straight line). For
D < 0.02, an exponential evolution is observed. Open red circle shows the yield point; full red circle shows the last scan
acquired before failure. (b) Number of damage increments (damage event rate), dN/dD plotted as a function of control
parameter, D, shows a power law scaling, dN=dDe−pD with exponent p = 1.9 ± 0.06 for D > 0.02 and a ﬂuctuating decrease
for D < 0.02.
Figure 8. Volume fractions of the largest microfracture, Smax, and of largest
increment, smax,plotted against the control parameter, D, for both samples,
M8‐1 (green) and M8‐2 (blue). Inset: log‐log plot of Smax and smax as a
function of D showing a power law scaling, Smaxe−γfD and smaxe−γiD for sample
M8‐2, with exponents, γf = 2.4 ± 0.1 and γi = 1.1 ± 0.1 (Figure S4). Open
red circle shows the macroscopic yield point; full red circle shows the last
scan acquired before failure.
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values of the control parameter ΔD, for samples M8‐1 (Figure 10a) and M8‐2 (Figure 10b). Several important
features can be identiﬁed as follows:
1. For sizes (volumes) larger than ~105 μm3, the CDFs progressively evolve toward a power law distribution,
P(≥s)~s−α+1, as one approaches the failure stress.
2. This power law scaling is clearly broken down at a lower cutoff, sinf≈ 10
5 μm3. As seL−df (Figure 9), this
translates into a cutoff length scale Linf ≈ 10
5/2.2≈ 180 μm. This value, which ﬁts very well with the range
of grain sizes of Carraramarble (100–200 μm), illustrates the role of grain boundaries as barriers to micro-
fracture extension. Microfractures conﬁned within individual grains clearly differ from the damage
dynamics and interactions at larger scales.
3. At the ultimate stress steps before ﬁnal failure, some outliers are visible in the tail of the distributions,
corresponding to anomalously large damage increments. The physical interpretation of these outliers
is discussed in section 5.3.
From the results of point (1), we conjecture (for scales larger than the average grain size, see point [2]), an
evolution of the probability density function (PDF) of damage increment sizes of the form, p(s)~s−αf(s/s*),
where f(x) is a rapidly vanishing function for x > 1 and the upper cutoff, s*, grows toward the failure stress
as s*eΔ−γD . This conjecture is consistent with a nontruncated PDF near failure, P(s)~s−α (or equivalently
Figure 9. Size (volume) of damage increments, s, plotted against their lengths L for samples M8‐1 (a) and M8‐2 (b). Red
squares represent average sizes of binned data. The fractal dimension df in both cases is 2.2 ± 0.8, showing that damage
growth increments were quasi‐planar two‐dimensional objects, corresponding to microfractures.
Figure 10. Cumulative density functions of the sizes of damage increments, P(≥s), for (a) samples M8‐1 and (b) sample M8‐2, for different stress steps, that is,
different values of D. Inset: Data collapse of the data of sample M8‐2. The slope breaking in the data around microfractures sizes of 10
5 μm3 corresponds to the
average grain size of the rock (see text for details).
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P(≥s)~s−α+1 for the CDF); see Figure 10, as the cutoff volume, s*, spans the entire volume of the system. In
addition, the stress‐integrated (damage increments recorder over the entire loading up to peak stress) PDF
should follow another nontruncated power law, P(s)~s−θ, with θ = α+1/γ (Sornette, 1994). Our results for
the sample M8‐2 support this conjecture with α = 2.1 ± 0.4 and θ = 2.5 ± 0.07; hence, γ = 2.5 ± 2.5
(Figure 11b). We have used a robust maximum likelihoodmethod (Clauset et al., 2009) to estimate the power
law exponents. Because of the propagation of errors, the uncertainty on γ is large. This value can however be
conﬁrmed from a data collapse analysis. Using the values of α and γ, the CDFs of Figure 10b can be collapsed
by plotting P(≥s)~ΔD
−αγ as a function of s/ΔD
−γ, as shown in the inset of Figure 10b. From this scaling of the
upper cutoff, s*, the evolution of the correlation length of damage dynamics, ξ, can be obtained from the frac-
tal scaling of damage increments (Figure 9), that is, ξe s* 1=df eΔ−νD , with ν ¼ γdf ¼ 1:15.
Note that, for sample M8‐1, although we observed a reasonable power law distribution for the last scan
before failure as well as for the stress‐integrated distribution (Figure 11a), with θ > α, the estimation of γ
was not reliable, most likely because of the limited number of scans before failure (last scan too far
from failure).
Finally, we would like to stress that we compare in the present study two experiments, performed at two dif-
ferent stress and strain rate resolutions (value of stress steps and number of scans to failure). Although the
experimentM8‐1 does not allow a precise characterization of the acceleration of damage as approaching fail-
ure, the two experiments (M8‐1 and M8‐2) are consistent in terms of largest microfracture and largest incre-
ment (Figure 8), shape of damage increments (Figure 9), and distribution of damage increment sizes
(Figure 11). Therefore, we consider that, despite a different resolution in the two experiments, results on
the evolution of the microstructure prior to failure show the same quantitative behavior.
5. Discussion
5.1. Microstructural Changes as Approaching Failure
In our experiments, we observed sample compaction at the very early stages of deformation (Figures 5c, 5d,
and 5f). Above the yield point, the samples dilated with increasing load. Our results allow linking this macro-
scopic process to the nucleation and growth of microfractures. The samples deformed through the formation
of microfractures that increased in number and volume. When approaching failure, the number of fracture
clusters decreased due to microfracture coalescence, while the volume of the largest cluster and the total
damage increased (Figure 6). Therefore, in the last stages of deformation, the growth of preexisting micro-
fractures dominated the nucleation of new ones (Figure 7). We observed the development of intragranular
microfractures parallel to the axial stress direction (Figure 5). After failure, sliding occurred along system‐
spanning faults (Figure 4 and Movie S3). A further increase of the differential stress promoted further
Figure 11. Cumulative density functions (CDF) of the sizes of damage increments at the last stress step before failure and
CDF of stress‐integrated (damage increments recorder over the entire loading up to peak stress) distributions for (a)
samples M8‐1 and (b) sample M8‐2.
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frictional sliding and considerable decrease in sample height (last frame of Movie S3). This frictional sliding
induced a reduction of grain size (grain crushing) along the shear faults (Figure 5).
Our results are consistent with other studies on the deformation of Carrara marble under uniaxial or triaxial
compressive stress conditions (Tal et al., 2016; Wawersik & Fairhurst, 1970; Wong & Einstein, 2009). Two‐
dimensional strain maps obtained from uniaxial tests on marble (Tal et al., 2016) were decomposed into
shear and normal components. The normal and shear components of strain were localized along narrow
and diagonal features interpreted as microfractures. These shear and dilatant features coalesced with
increasing load, increasing in density. Near yield, dilatant vertical microfractures initiate along the grain
boundaries that result in a decreasing slope of the stress‐strain curve (Schubnel et al., 2006). In this nonlinear
regime, grain boundary geometry limits the propagation of intergranular microfractures, and intragranular
microfractures propagated instead (Richter et al., 1976). The impact of grain boundaries on microfracture
propagation is illustrated in our results by a lower cutoff in the power law distribution of increment
sizes (Figure 10).
5.2. Interpreting Failure in Carrara Marble as a Critical Phase Transition
Our detailed tracking of microfracturing during compressive failure revealed that several observables such
as the incremental damage, dDφ/dΔD, the largest microfracture, Smax, or the distribution of fracture incre-
ment sizes evolve toward failure following speciﬁc scaling laws, up to at least ΔD ≈ 10
−2. These scaling laws
argue for an interpretation of compressive failure as a critical phase transition from an intact to a failed state
(Alava et al., 2006; Girard et al., 2010; Vu et al., 2019). Different theoretical models can be proposed to inter-
pret such critical transition, yielding speciﬁc scaling laws and critical exponents (Renard, Weiss, et al., 2018).
A comparison of these predictions with our results is detailed below.
The simplest possible scenario would be a percolation of microfractures to form a system‐spanning fault. It is
known that the problem of failure of heterogeneous media can be mapped onto the percolation problem in
case of inﬁnite disorder (Roux et al., 1988). In that case, microfractures nucleate randomly and do not
mechanically interact. If classical percolation predicts a power law divergence of the largest cluster, Smax,
as approaching the critical transition (the percolation threshold), the control parameter of this transition
is the total damage itself, not the stress. In addition, percolation theory does not account for an evolution
of the incremental damage or of the damage increments. Therefore, the compressive failure of Carrara mar-
ble cannot be mapped onto this theoretical framework.
This result points out to the crucial role of mechanical interactions between microfractures during the com-
pressive failure process and suggests an analogy with another class of critical phenomena. Namely, the
depinning transition (Ertaş & Kardar, 1994; Fisher, 1998) and the yielding transition (Lin et al., 2015;
Nicolas et al., 2018) both share three fundamental ingredients with our problem: a local threshold
mechanics, disorder, and elastic long‐ranged interactions. In our experiments, the initial disorder in the rock
arises from local strength heterogeneities related to pores, joints, and grain boundaries. The progressive clus-
tering of microfracturing events toward sample failure results from long‐ranged elastic interactions between
cracks. Another prerequisite to observe such critical transition is a slow‐driving condition. In our experi-
ments, the loading (stress) rate was well below the rate of elastic stress relaxation after microfracturing
events or the mean duration of avalanches of microfracturing events, both having time scales comparable
to the propagation of elastic waves in the solid. Here, we compare the power law exponents obtained from
the data with those predicted by theoretical frameworks or obtained by numerical models of damage in non-
porous solids (Table 2) and discuss the quantitative deviations from predicted values.
Fisher et al. (1997) and Fisher (1998) have interpreted fault slip initiation as a depinning transition. These
studies considered that during the initiation phase, the faults progressively unpin from the rock matrix
before generalized frictional sliding takes place at the depinning transition. Brittle compressive failure of
heterogeneous materials was also recently mapped to the depinning transition (Vu et al., 2019; Weiss
et al., 2014), and associated predictions for system size effects on failure strength were proposed (Vu et al.,
2018). The scaling predictions of the depinning framework are qualitatively consistent with our observa-
tions, in terms of incremental damage evolution, largest damage increment, or distribution of damage incre-
ments (see Table 2). The mean ﬁeld description of the depinning transition provides predictions for the
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critical exponents (LeBlanc et al., 2013), which were found to be in remarkable agreement with exponents
obtained from an acoustic emission analysis of the compressive failure of concrete (Vu et al., 2019).
To compare our results with this theoretical framework, one must ﬁrst clarify the deﬁnition of the size of a
damage event. In the measurements detailed above, the size, s, of a damage increment is deﬁned as the
volume of the associated porosity. As this volume scales as seLdf with df ≈ 2.2 (Figure 9), the so‐deﬁned
“size” actually measures essentially the rupture area. In the interpretation of fault slip initiation (Fisher
et al., 1997) or of compressive failure as a depinning transition (Vu et al., 2019), the damage avalanche size
is deﬁned instead as the integral of slip or displacement u over this rupture area A, that is, scales as a seismic
potency, P0 = ∫Adu. Therefore, in order to link our measure of the size s of the damage increment with the
avalanche size (or potency), a hypothesis has to be done about the average slip 〈u〉 over the rupture area. The
classical assumption is 〈u〉~L (Scholz & Cowie, 1990), which would give P0~〈u〉s~L
3.2~s1.45. Hence, the scal-
ing P(s)~s−αf(s/s*) with s*~Δ−γ (see section 4.3) can be translated into an avalanche size scaling P P0ð ÞeP0−αP
f P0=P0*
 
, withP0*eΔ−γP, and the corresponding exponents given byαP ¼ αþ0:451:45 ≈1:75and γP= 1.45γ≈ 3.6. If
the value of αP compares relatively well with the mean ﬁeld depinning exponent (1.5; see Table 2), γP is sig-
niﬁcantly larger than the depinning value (2.0). On the other hand, the correlation length exponent ν= 1.15,
whose estimation does not rely on an assumption about the average slip (see section 4.3), is in close agree-
ment with the depinning prediction (ν = 1.0).
However, when comparing the compressive failure of rocks with the depinning transition, one important
point should be kept in mind regarding the nature of the elastic interaction kernel. In classical depinning,
this kernel is assumed to be convex, meaning that stress (or force) redistribution after a depinning event
occurs equally in all directions. This precludes a progressive localization of damage toward an incipient
shear fault. This assumption represents a signiﬁcant shortcoming to explain our observations. The yielding
transition, describing the onset of plastic ﬂow in amorphous media, integrates a nonconvex elastic interac-
tion kernel, allowing strain localization along plastic shear bands (Lin et al., 2015; Nicolas et al., 2018). In
terms of avalanches statistics, the yielding transition is similar to the depinning transition, with slightly dif-
ferent exponents (see Table 2). The agreement with our values is correct for αP and ν but not for γP (see
Table 2). As the yielding transition does not, in its classical formulation, incorporate friction (i.e., a role of
pressure on microfracture nucleation or growth), the orientation of the macroscopic faults in our experi-
ments, at 30° of the maximum principal stress, is not captured by this theoretical framework.
To circumvent the simplifying assumptions of these theoretical frameworks, progressive damage models
have been developed (Amitrano et al., 1999; Tang, 1997). These models incorporate microstructural disorder
from a distribution of local damage thresholds, internal friction in the form of a local Coulomb damage cri-
terion, long‐range elastic stress redistributions following damage events, and, more recently, a partition
between elastic (small) and permanent (large) deformations, as well as healing mechanisms (Weiss &
Table 2
List of Scaling Exponents Calculated in Models of Compressive Failure in Heterogeneous Materials and Comparison With our Data on Carrara Marble
Scaling property (row)
Models (column)
Incremental
damage dDφ/
dD~D
−β
Distribution of damage
increment volumes at the
critical point P(s)~s−α
Distribution of damage
increment volumes
(potency) at the critical point
Upper cut‐off s*~−γ
(damage increment volume),
or P0*e−γP (potency)
Correlation
length ξ~−ν
Classical percolation
(Stauffer, 1979)
No No No No ν ≈ 0.8 in 3‐
D
Depinning (mean ﬁeld;
LeBlanc et al., 2013;
Weiss et al., 2014)
β = γ(2 − α) = 1 — α=1.5 γ=2.0 ν = 1.0
Yielding transition
(Lin et al., 2015;
Nicolas et al., 2018)
β = γ(2 − α) ≈ 1.1 — αP ≈ 1.5 in 3‐D γP ≈ 2.3 in 3‐D ν ≈ 0.7
Progressive damage model
(Girard et al., 2010;
Girard et al., 2012)
β = γ(2 − α) ≈ 0.4 — α=1.8 in 2‐D γ2.0 in 2‐D ν = 1.0 ± 0.1
The present study β = 2.6 α = 2.1 α=1.75 γ = 2.5
ν ¼ γdf ¼ 1:15γ=3.6
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Dansereau, 2017). They successfully capture the characteristics of brittle compressive failure for low‐porosity
rocks. Damage and strain localization arise naturally because the elastic kernel is nonconvex. The 2‐D simu-
lations have shown power law distributions of damage avalanche sizes with an upper cutoff becoming sys-
tem spanning as approaching the maximum (failure) stress (Girard et al., 2010; Girard et al., 2012), which is
analogous to microfracture increments distributions computed from our results. Similarly, the results of
Figure 8 for the largest microfracture are qualitatively consistent with the growth of the largest damage clus-
ter in this progressive damagemodel (Girard et al., 2012). Overall, the agreement between our results and the
progressive damage model in terms of incremental damage, distributions of microfracture increments, or of
the largest fracture/damage cluster, including in terms of exponents for αP and ν (see Table 2), suggests an
interpretation of the compressive failure of Carrara marble as a critical transition.
Concerning the scaling of the incremental damage, dDφ/ΔD (Figure 7a), it is worth stressing that the above‐
mentioned models do not predict an increasing damage event rate dN/dΔD when approaching the critical
point. Therefore, our observations strongly differ from these models on this speciﬁc point but are in agree-
ment with the acoustic emission monitoring of the compressive failure of nonporous heterogeneous materi-
als (Vu et al., 2019). In our case, the incremental damage evolution results from both the evolution of the
distribution of damage avalanche sizes and the evolution of the damage event rate. This might explain the
difference between these modeling frameworks and our results in terms of exponent β; as in the case of
the compressive failure of marble, the changing distribution combines with an increasing event rate. In addi-
tion, acoustic emissions measurements have shown that the p‐exponent of the inverse Omori's scaling can
vary with the material considered (e.g., Ojala et al., 2004; Vasseur et al., 2015). Hence, the variability of β,
when compared with previous studies on quartz‐monzonite (Renard, McBeck, et al., 2019; Renard, Weiss,
et al., 2018), might come from the nature of the rock itself, through the variability on p.
Beyond this critical interpretation of compressive failure, we have shown on Figure 7 that the power law
scaling of the incremental damage seems to break off very close to the failure stress (ΔD < 0.02), which is
associated with a decreasing event rate. This is accompanied by few outliers in the tail of the distribution
of increments (Figure 10). These observations indicate a possible departure from the critical scenario just
before macroscopic faulting. The possible mechanisms associated with this breaking of scaling are discussed
in the following.
5.3. Breaking of Scaling Near the Critical Point
Different mechanisms, or a combination of them, can be tentatively proposed to explain this breaking of
scaling near the critical point. Note ﬁrst that the two observations mentioned above might appear contradic-
tory at ﬁrst sight: whereas the near‐failure dynamics is characterized by few, anomalously large damage
increments (outliers on Figure 10), the global incremental damage itself does not accelerate as a power
law in the vicinity of failure. We also stress that such breaking on the incremental damage scaling was
not observed for quartz‐monzonite (Renard, McBeck, et al., 2019; Renard, Weiss, et al., 2018), while damage
increments were not analyzed in this material and less 3‐D tomography data were acquired near failure.
The ﬁrst possible mechanism is a subcritical growth of an incipient fault, corresponding to a slow (aseismic)
crack growth under a stress intensity factor below the toughness of the material (Atkinson, 1982). In this
case, one (or few) large damage cluster(s) could grow even during the constant stress conditions prevailing
during the ﬁnal 90‐s stress steps needed to scan the sample (see section 3.1), whereas smaller clusters would
remain unchanged. However, as mentioned in section 3.1, we did not detect a blurring of the radiographs,
suggesting that fracture growth during scan acquisition is probably limited.
Another possibility would be a coalescence of some damage clusters to form the ﬁnal fault by bridging of the
gaps and taking place through anomalously large fracture increments. The signs of fracture coalescence in
our experiment are the outliers in the distribution of increments (Figures 10 and 11). The breaking of scaling
near failure, visible in Figures 6 and 7, appears more as a consequence of such coalescence. In a progressive
damage model, similar outliers in the tail of the damage cluster sizes distributions were reported after the
peak load, accompanying the coalescence of preexisting clusters into a major fault (Girard et al., 2012).
This is consistent with our results, although such coalescence seems to be triggered slightly before peak
stress in the present case. Girard et al. (2012) also mentioned that, once the largest cluster becomes system
spanning, further damage and deformation accumulate along this fault, inhibiting additional damage
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elsewhere. This is also consistent with the AE monitoring of fracturing of granite under multiaxial compres-
sion (Lockner et al., 1991). Such inhibition could explain the breaking of scaling of the incremental damage
dDφ/ΔD (Figure 7). Whatever the mechanisms involved, the point at which the incremental damage deviates
from a power law evolution could therefore represent a signal that a rock volume is approaching system‐size
failure. Additional observations on other rocks would be needed to conﬁrm this observation.
5.4. Implications for Fault Mechanics
The scaling laws associated with progressive damage/microfracturing in our experiments shed light on the
evolution of acoustic emissions prior to failure in laboratory experiments (Lockner et al., 1991; Vu et al.,
2019) and possibly on foreshock activity before large earthquakes (Jaumé & Sykes, 1999). In the present dis-
cussion, we are aware of the huge scale gap between the laboratory experiments and natural faults. Several
studies have attempted to export the concept of a critical point and precursory phenomena to predict large
earthquakes (Main, 1996 and references therein). The stress released by earthquakes into the surrounding
volume drives the system away from criticality. Conversely, progressive tectonic loading drives it toward a
future critical state (Jaumé & Sykes, 1999), increasing the probability of the next large earthquake. The onset
of slip along a 2‐D heterogeneous fault in a 3‐D elastic solid, that is, earthquake nucleation, has been inter-
preted as a critical depinning transition and mean ﬁeld exponents derived (Fisher, 1998; Fisher et al., 1997).
A two‐phase diagram was proposed for the behavior of such fault: the Gutenberg‐Richter phase character-
ized by a power law distribution of slip event sizes with an exponential cutoff and a runaway phase charac-
terized by small events as well as quasiperiodic occurrence of system‐size earthquakes (Dahmen et al., 1998).
This might be reminiscent of our observations. The Gutenberg‐Richter phase would be analogous to the pre-
failure, damage development phase in a rock, controlled by elastic long‐range stress interactions and char-
acterized by the emergence of power laws. The runaway phase would be equivalent to the system‐size failure
resulting from the formation of a percolating cluster leading to frictional sliding. Hence, the dynamics of pre-
cursory microfracturing activity before faulting observed in our experiments may be used to interpret a pos-
sible precursory activity before large earthquakes on geological faults. In this context, a breaking of power
law scaling (see section 5.3), signing the transition from the Gutenberg‐Richter phase to the runaway phase,
could be the ultimate precursory signal before large earthquakes.
However, the possible prediction of large earthquakes on such basis remains an unsolved problem. If many
large earthquakes seem to be preceded by foreshocks as well as a divergence of the seismic moment release
rate (Jaumé & Sykes, 1999), these precursory phenomena are far to be ubiquitous (Bouchon et al., 2013; de
Arcangelis et al., 2016; Zaliapin & Ben‐Zion, 2013). Foreshocks could actually result from cascades of trig-
gered seismicity implying that earthquakes are “predictable” to the same degree whatever their size
(Helmstetter & Sornette, 2003). The use of these potential precursors as an earthquake forecasting tool
remains therefore elusive so far. This raises important questions, such as the difference between the com-
pressive failure of initially unfaulted rocks (this work) and the earthquake nucleation along a preexisting
crustal fault, and calls for further theoretical and experimental work as well as geophysical data analysis.
6. Conclusions
We describe 3‐D experimental data that reveal the spatial distribution of nucleating, propagating, and coa-
lescing microfractures during the brittle compressive failure of Carrara marble rock samples. Our novel
experimental setup allows in situ imaging of the sample during deformation and so enables the computation
of statistical properties of the volume of microfractures and the derivation of scaling laws through which we
quantify the critical nature of the failure process. We quantiﬁed the behavior of precursory microfracture
events preceding macroscopic failure. The incremental damage showed power law acceleration with
increasing stress up to ~98% of the failure stress and then transitioned to an exponential evolution in the vici-
nity of system‐size failure. This evolution from power law to exponential appears therefore as the ultimate
precursory signal of material failure.
Scaling laws pertaining to prepeak phase described the evolution of damage increments. The distribution of
the sizes of microfracture increments showed power law scaling with exponential cutoff at large sizes. This
cutoff itself is related to the correlation length of the damage process and increases toward failure, possibly
through a power law divergence. The volume of the percolating largest fracture network diverged as well
toward failure and could serve as an order parameter for failure interpreted as a critical phase transition
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(Girard et al., 2012). Thus, brittle compressive failure in Carrara marble is a complex process that involves
long‐range elastic interactions, growth, nucleation, and coalescence of microfractures, leading to clustering,
faulting, frictional sliding along faults, grain size reduction, and elastic softening. Scaling laws obtained from
our data are in agreement with the damage models listed in Table 2. However, substantial differences in
terms of the scaling exponents, their ranges, and a breaking of power law scaling very close to failure for
the incremental damage are observed in our experimental data. Although the existence of power laws argues
for a critical interpretation of failure (e.g., LeBlanc et al., 2013; Weiss et al., 2014; Girard et al., 2010; Girard
et al., 2012), a complete micromechanical model that explains brittle failure under compression and that
reproduces all these microstructural evolutions is still lacking. Breaking of scaling just before failure is
understood as a complex interplay between microstructural phenomena such as subcritical crack growth
and coalescence of large damage clusters.
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